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Not sure how to fill out the admissions application to Harvard? preference), followed by the supplement to help us get a
better sense of who you are. . Harvard requires the submission of the personal essay with your common application.

This, unlike a more common challenge such as ADHD although also justifiably challenging , is definitely
more rare and unusual and would allow you to stand out among applicants. These thoughts should provide a
starting point for generating a supplemental essay. Discuss what excites you about the overall experience at
Harvard. However, beware of trying too hard to be creative, as this can feel disingenuous and will be blatantly
obvious to admission readers. But it is incredibly sincere, and the point is hammered home by the repeated use
of the toy cars. Here, the consequences are severe in the sense that you lost a friend and risked being criticized
for a lack of loyalty, but appropriate in that the law was not involved. How you hope to use your college
education With a look toward the future, this is an opportunity to discuss why Harvard is the ideal place for
you to achieve your goals. What would you do to contribute to the lives of your classmates in advancing this
mission? This could be career related, a personal improvement quest, or something else. Jeremy begins with
descriptive imagery of his Hot Wheels and uses those cars as a motif throughout the essay. So far, the main
source that Harvard can use to perceive your personality is your Common Application essay; this
supplemental essay, however, gives you another opportunity to do so. This prompt could be an opportunity to
highlight reasons why you believe the academic offerings at Harvard are especially poised to help the world in
other contexts. Please use the space below to list additional intellectual activities that you have not mentioned
or detailed elsewhere in your application. Make sure to eliminate inactive language and filler words. And
remember, this is a two-way street; you need to do your part to convince the admissions committee that you
are the best match for Harvard! Manage your essays in one place Find every essay for the schools you're
applying to and manage the writing process with expert tips along the way. We feel empathy for this family,
and we feel deeply connected to the writer, because we are brought along for the ride The strongest aspect of
this essay is its seamless incorporation of the Hot Wheels into the overall message of the essay. Six hours to
get out of something filled with nine years of work, a lot of money and an immeasurable amount of
emotionâ€”six hours to pack up our lives and move them somewhere else. You want to strike a balance
between indicating your strengths and humanizing yourself. Due to this, it is acceptable to tell a story of a time
where you acted dishonestly but suffered consequences from your action, causing you to mature from your
mistakes. This is primarily about what you bring to the table but also consider how you might be able to
engage with your classmates differently based on your personal experiences. All of these applications require
an essay response. Instead, focus on how the things you know about Harvard and the programs that Harvard
offers can help you. And finally, is it a pursuit that could be broadened or deepened by four years at Harvard?
It also allows you to discuss your motivations, passions , values, and perspectives on learning. Perhaps you are
a strong advocate for body positivity and want to comment on the ways in which your body type has impacted
you. Although Harvard does not require supplemental essays, you have the option of including an additional
essay if you feel your application does not adequately represent you or your accomplishments. An intellectual
experience course, project, book, discussion, paper, poetry, or research topic in engineering, mathematics,
science, or other modes of inquiry that has meant the most to you This response allows you to discuss
something that is important to you and to demonstrate how you think about intellectual problems. If you are
writing about your own actions, think about what prompted you to act or prevented you from acting, what did
you do, what was the result? The alluring Harvard brand coupled with its extraordinary education cannot be
ignored. For instance, if you have a passion for gaming, perhaps you want to take a year off to pursue eSports
or intern at a video game company in order further advance your passion in ways that an academic
environment may not allow you to do so. Harvard Essay Format and Topics In the sections below, you will
find a rough guide for several of the Harvard supplemental questions, including some of the optional prompts.
You should therefore look for a topic that has severe consequences but is also appropriate to discuss in a
college application. That message can come off a bit heavy-handed at times; the essay would have benefitted
from more showing and less telling. If this applies to you, this would be an excellent opportunity for you to
show a non-academic passion and how you plan to pursue it in your gap year. This is an exercise in creative
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and critical thinking.


